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aspects of rheumatology and disorders ofconnective tissue.
Laboratory as well as clinical studies are welcome. In
addition brief communications, for example reports of
single cases, will be printed if of exceptional interest.
Papers, which will be accepted on the understanding
that they have not been and will not be published elsewhere and are subject to editorial revision, should be
addressed to The Editor, Annals ofthe Rheumatic Diseases,
Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, Bute Gardens,
London W6 7DW. Each author must sign the covering
letter as evidence of consent to publication.
Two copies should be supplied, one a typed top
copy. Authors requiring acknowledgement of papers submitted should enclose a stamped addressed postcard or,
if overseas, an international reply paid coupon.
Articles must be typewritten on one side of the paper
only, in double spacing with ample margins. Only
recognised abbreviations should be used.
Tables should be presented on separate sheets apart
from the text.
SI units The units in which the work was done will appear
first with the other units, i.e. SI or traditional units, appearing after in parentheses. With regard to tables and figures,
a conversion factor should be given as a footnote.
References In accordance with the Vancouver agreement
references, which must be typed doubled spaced, are cited
by the numerical system.
A paper (or book) cited in the text is referred to there
by a superscript number. In the list of references the
papers (or books) appear in the numerical order in
which they are first cited in the text, not in alphabetical
order by authors' names. For convenience in preparing
the typescript the reference number may be typed
between parentheses on the line, not superscript. The
titles of journals are abbreviated in accordance with the
style of Index Medicus. In the typescript they should
either be abbreviated in that style or given in full. Three
examples follow:
Green A B, Brown C D, Grey E F. A new method
of measuring the blood glucose. Ann Rheum Dis
1980; 64: 27-9.
'Green A B, Brown C D. Textbook of Afedicine.
London: Silver Books, 1980.
2 Grey E F. Diseases of the pancreas. In: Green A B,
Brown C D, eds. Textbook of Medicinie. London:
Silver Books, 1980: 349-62.
References will not be checked in the editorial office.
Responsibility for their accuracy and completeness lies
with the author.
Illustations These should be marked on the back with
the author's name, numbered, and the top edge indicated.
Separate illustrations should be separately numbered.
Only illustrations appearing together in the same block

should bear the same number and separate lettering la, lb,
lc, etc. Such letters, together with arrows or other symbols,
must be inserted by the author. Photographs should be on
glossy paper. Radiographs should be submitted as prints
suitable for reproduction. Line drawings should be in
black ink on white paper or card and have lettering
large enough to be clear when reduced on the page.
Legends to illustrations should be typed in double spacing
on a separate sheet and those for photomicrographs
should include magnification.
Tables Each table should be on a separate sheet, have a
heading, and contain no vertical rules.
Proofs Contributors will receive ONEproof, and should read
it carefully for printers' errors. Alterations to the original
text should be kept to a minimum and may be charged to
the author.
Reprints 25 reprints will be supplied free of charge.
Additional reprints may be ordered from the Publishing
Manager when the proofs are returned.
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Obituary
Ralph Consden
Dr Ralph Consden, formerly biochemist to the Medical
Research Council's Rheumatism Unit at Taplow, died in
November 1980 at the age of 69. His name will forever be
associated with the technique of paper chromatography
which he developed with his colleagues Gordon and
Martin while at the Wool Research Centre in Yorkshire.
Although the technique was originated for the separation
and identification of amino acids in hydrolysates of
proteins, it was rapidly extended to other complex
mixtures such as sugars and lipids. Its application played

a major part in the unravelling of the many unborn errors
of metabolism, notably the mucopolysaccharidoses, many
of which have rheumatological implications.
Dr Consden was essentially a practical chemist who
excelled and delighted in doing things with his own hands.
A major stroke from a cerebral thombosis some 12 years
ago was therefore a shattering blow, depriving him not
only of his pleasure in work but also of his two major
pastimes, cricket and the piano. He was a fine colleague,
enjoyed everyone's confidence, and his gifts as a cartoonist
will long be remembered by his many friends at Taplow.
L. E. G.

Notes
Twelfth Course on Foot Disorders
This course will take Dlace on 18-22 Mav 1981 in
Barcelona. Further information from the secretary of the
course, Dr J. C. Gonzalez Casanova, Hospital de San
Rafael, Pso. Valle de Hebron, Barcelona 35, Spain.

Symposium on crystalline deposits
human tissues

in

This symposium will be held at Mount Sinai Hospital,
Toronto, Canada, on 13-14 August, 1981. It is an
associated meeting of the XIIth Congress of the International Union of Crystallography. The topics include
apatite, pyrophosphate, lipid, and other nonproteinaceous
crystalline deposits. Details from Dr P.-T. Cheng,
Department of Laboratories, Mount Sinai Hospital,
600 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5G IX5.
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